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Abstract: Linear hybrid systems are nite state machines with linear vector elds of
the form x_ = Ax in each discrete location. Very recently, the reachability problem
for classes of linear hybrid systems was shown to be decidable. In this paper, the
decidability result is extended to capture classes of linear hybrid systems where in
each location the dynamics are of the form x_ = Ax + Bu, for various types of inputs.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Hybrid systems combine discrete event systems
with di erential equations. One of the most important problems for hybrid systems is the reachability problem which asks whether some unsafe
region is reachable from an initial region. The
reachability problem for hybrid systems is known
to be dicult. In order to tackle the complexity
of the reachability problem, we adopt a computational point of view.
The important issue for computational algorithms
for systems with in nite state spaces is decidability. The known decidable classes include timed
automata (Alur and Dill, 1994), multirate automata (Alur et al., 1995), and rectangular hybrid
automata (Puri and Varaiya, 1994; Henzinger et
al., 1995). Undecidable classes of hybrid systems

are described by Henzinger et al. (1995) and the
references therein. Recently, it was shown that
the reachability problem is decidable for a class of
linear hybrid systems, that is hybrid systems with
linear vector elds of the form x_ = Ax at each
discrete location (La erriere et al., 1998b). This
result is signi cant given the wide applicability of
linear systems in control theory.
This decidability result is obtained using new
mathematical and computational techniques. In
particular, the notion of o-minimality from model
theory is used to de ne a class of hybrid systems,
called o-minimal hybrid systems. In (La erriere
et al., 1998a), it is shown that all o-minimal hybrid systems admit nite bisimulations, the rst
step in showing decidability. For decidability, one
needs to make the bisimulation algorithm computationally feasible. This is achieved using math-

ematical logic as the main tool to symbolically
represent sets with logic formulas. The main computational tool for set manipulation is quanti er
elimination. Since quanti er elimination exists for
the theory of reals with addition and multiplication (Tarski, 1951), one either nds or transforms
into subclasses of o-minimal hybrid system which
are de nable in this decidable theory. This leads
to a decidable class of linear hybrid systems.
In this paper, the above decidability result is extended to computationally solve the reachability
problem for hybrid systems with continuous dynamics of the form x_ = Ax + Bu in each discrete
location. This requires investigation of not only
classes of linear vector elds, but also classes of
inputs for which this problem is decidable. In
addition, conditions on the interactions between
the input and the natural dynamics of the system
are also important for this extension.

2. HYBRID SYSTEMS
The class of hybrid systems to be considered is
de ned as follows.
De nition 1. A hybrid system is a tuple H =
(X; X0 ; XF ; F; E; I; G; R) where
 X = XD  XC is the state space with XD =
fq1 ; : : : ; qn g and XC a manifold.
 X0  X is the set of initial states
 XF  X is the set of nal states
 F : X ?! TXC assigns to each discrete
location q 2 XD a vector eld F (q; )
 E  XD XD is the set of discrete transitions
 I : XD ?! 2XC assigns to each location a
set I (q)  XC called the invariant.
 G : E ?! XD  2XC assigns to e = (q1 ; q2 ) 2
E a guard of the form fq1 g  U , U  I (q1 ).
 R : E ?! XD  2XC assigns to e = (q1 ; q2 ) 2
E a reset of the form fq2 g  V , V  I (q2 ).

The
hybrid system H has two types of transitions
!e and ! where (q; x) !e (q0 ; x0 ) for e 2 E i
(q; x) 2 G(e) and (q0 ; x0 ) 2 R(e), and (q1 ; x1 ) !
(q2 ; x2 ) i q1 = q2 and there exists   0 and a
curve x : [0; ] ?! M with x(0) = x1 , x() = x2
and for all t 2 [0; ] it satis es dx=dt = F (q1 ; x(t))
and x(t) 2 I (q1 ). A trajectory of H is a nite

concatenation
of transitions. Having de ned !
e
and ! allows us to formally de ne Pre (P ) and
Pree (P ) for e 2 E and any region P  X as
 pg (1)
Pre (P ) = fq 2 Q j 9p 2 P and q !
where  is either  or any e 2 E . The follow-

ing standard bisimulation algorithm, constructs
a reachability preserving, nite state quotient of

the hybrid system (provided the algorithm terminates). Because of the initialized structure of the
discrete transitions, the initial partition Sq is a
partition which is compatible with all relevant sets
of the hybrid system associated with each discrete
location q.
Algorithm (Bisimulation Algorithm for Hybrid
Systems)
Set X=  = Sq Sq

for q 2 XD
while 9 P ,P 0 2 Sq such that ; 6= P \
Pre (P 0 ) =
6 P
Set P = P \ Pre (P 0 ); P = P n Pre (P 0 )
re ne Sq = (Sq n fP g) [ fP ; P g
end while
end for
1

2

1

2

There are two issues that need to be resolved.
The rst is to nd classes of hybrid systems for
which this algorithm terminates. The second is to
nd classes of systems for which the algorithm is
computable. The termination issue is tackled by
the notion of o-minimality from model theory.
3. MATHEMATICAL LOGIC AND MODEL
THEORY
This section provides a brief introduction to mathematical logic and model theory. The reader is
referred to Chang and Keisler (1977) for more
details.
3.1 Languages and formulas
A language is a set of symbols separated into three
groups: relations, functions and constants. The
sets L0 = f<; +; ?; 0; 1g, LR = f<; +; ?; ; 0; 1g,
and Lexp = f<; +; ?; ; 0; 1; expg are examples of
languages where < (less than) is the relation, +
(plus), ? (minus),  (product) and exp (exponentiation) are the functions, and 0 (zero) and 1 (one)
are the constants.
Let V = fx; y; z; x0 ; x1 ; : : :g be a countable set
of variables. The set of terms of a language is
inductively de ned as follows. A term  is a
variable, a constant, or F (1 ; : : : ; m ), where F is
a m-ary function and i , i = 1; : : : ; m are terms.
For instance, x ? 2y + 3 and x + yz 2 ? 1 are
terms of L0 and LR , respectively. In other words,
terms of L0 are linear expressions and terms of LR
are polynomials with integer coecients. Notice
that integers are the only numbers allowed in
expressions (they can be obtained by adding up
the constant 1).
The atomic formulas of a language are of the form
1 = 2 , or R(1 ; : : : ; n ), where i , i = 1; : : : ; n

are terms and R is an n-ary relation. For example,
xy > 0 and x2 + 1 = 0 are terms of LR .
The set of ( rst-order) formulas is recursively
de ned as follows. A formula  is an atomic
formula, 1 ^ 2 , :1 , 8x : 1 or 9x : 1 ,
where 1 and 2 are formulas, x is a variable,
^ (conjunction) and : (negation) are the boolean
connectives, and 8 (for all) and 9 (there exists)
are the quanti ers.
Examples of LR -formulas are 8x 8y : xy > 0,
9x : x2 ? 2 = 0, and 9w : xw2 + yw + z = 0. The
occurrence of a variable in a formula is free if it
is not inside the scope of a quanti er; otherwise,
it is bound. For example, x, y, and z are free and
w is bound in the last example. We often write
(x1 ; : : : ; xn ) to indicate that x1 ; : : : ; xn are the
free variables of the formula . A sentence of LR
is a formula with no free variables. The rst two
examples are sentences.
3.2 Models
A model of a language consists of a non-empty set
S and an interpretation of the relations, functions
and constants. For example, (R; <; +; ?; ; 0; 1)
and (Q ; <; +; ?; ; 0; 1), are models of LR with the
usual meaning of the symbols.
A set Y  S n is de nable in a language if
there exists a formula (x1 ; : : : ; xn ) such that
Y = f(a1 ; : : : ; an ) 2 S n j (a1 ; : : : ; an )g. For
example,
p over
p R, the formula x2 ?2 = 0 de nes the
set f 2; ? 2g. Two formulas (x1 ; : : : ; xn ) and
(x1 ; : : : ; xn ) are equivalent in a model, denoted
by   , if for every assignment (a1 ; : : : ; an ) of
(x1 ; : : : ; xn ), (a1 ; : : : ; an ) is true if and only if
(a1 ; : : : ; an ) is true. Equivalent formulas de ne
the same set.
3.3 Theories
A theory is a subset of sentences. Any model
of a language de nes a theory: the set of all
sentences which hold in the model. By abuse of
notation the theory (R; <; +; ?; ; 0; 1) will refer
to the collection of formulas of LR which are true
in the model (and similarly for other languages).
Only models over R will be considered.
De nition 2. The theory of L is o-minimal (\order minimal") if every de nable subset of R is
a nite union of points and intervals (possibly
unbounded).

Examples of o-minimal theories include
(1) R = (R; <; +; ?; ; 0; 1),

(2) Rsin = (R; <; +; ?; ; sin j[?;] ; 0; 1)
(van den Dries, 1986),
(3) Rexp = (R; <; +; ?; ; exp ; 0; 1)
(Wilkie, 1996), and
(4) Rsin;exp = (R; <; +; ?; ; sin j[?;]; exp; 0; 1)
(van den Dries and Miller, 1994).
Based on this notion a new class of hybrid systems
is de ned.
De nition 3. A hybrid system H = (X; X0 ; XF ;
F; E; I; G; R) is said to be o-minimal if
 XC = Rn
 for each q 2 XD the ow of Fq is complete
( ow is de nable for all time)
 for each q 2 XD all the relevant sets (guards,
invariants, initial conditions etc) and the ow
of Fq are de nable in an o-minimal extension
of (R; <; +; ?; ; 0; 1).

Termination of the bisimulation algorithm is guaranteed by the following theorem.
Theorem 4. Every o-minimal hybrid system admits a nite bisimulation. In particular, the bisimulation algorithm, terminates for o-minimal hybrid systems.

PROOF. See (La erriere et al., 1998a).
4. DECIDABLE LINEAR HYBRID SYSTEMS
Based on the previous result, if one can nd
or transform into classes of o-minimal hybrid
systems for which each step of the bisimulation
algorithm is decidable then one obtains a class of
hybrid systems for which the following problem is
decidable.
Problem 5. (Reachability Problem) Is there a trajectory of H which starts in X0 and ends in XF ?

This is achieved for a class of linear hybrid systems. For this class, each step of the algorithm
can be posed as a quanti er elimination problem
in the theory (R; +; ?; ; <; 0; 1) which is known to
be decidable (Tarski, 1951).
Theorem 6. Consider an o-minimal hybrid system
H where XC = Rn , all relevant sets are semialgebraic and for all q 2 XD , F (q; x) = Ax where A
is a matrix with rational entries and A belongs in
one of the following classes
 A is nilpotent
 A is diagonalizable and has real, rational
eigenvalues

 A has purely imaginary eigenvalues of the
form i!, ! 2 Q and its real Jordan form is
block diagonal with 2  2 blocks.

Then the reachability problem for the linear hybrid system H is decidable.

PROOF. See (La erriere et al., 1998b).
5. EXTENSIONS
The goal of this paper is to extend Theorem 6
to include linear hybrid systems where in each
discrete locations the dynamics are of the form
x_ = Ax + Bu
for various types of inputs u. This requires an
extension of the de nition of hybrid systems to
allow time-varying dynamics.
De nition 7. A hybrid system H = (X; X0 ; XF ;
F; E; I; G; R) with X , X0 , XF , E , I , G, and R
as in De nition 1 is said to have time-varying
dynamics if
F : X  R ! TXC ;
that is, for each q 2 XD , F (q; ; ) de nes a timevarying vector eld on XC .

The main result is the following.
Theorem 8. Consider a hybrid system H with
time-varying dynamics where all relevant sets are
semialgebraic and for all q 2 XD the dynamics are
of the form x_ = Ax + Bu where A,B are matrices
with rational entries and in addition one of the
following holds:
 A is nilpotent and each entry of u is a
polynomial in t
 A is diagonalizable, has real rational eigenvalues, and each entry of u is of the form et
with  2 Q not an eigenvalue of A.
 A has purely imaginary eigenvalues of the
form i!, ! 2 Q , and the entries in the input u
are of the form sin( t) or cos( t) with 2 Q
and 6= !.
Then the reachability problem for the hybrid
system H is decidable.

PROOF. First an associated (time-invariant)
hybrid system as in De nition 1 is constructed,
which has an equivalent reachability problem.
This is done by introducing time as a new variable
xn+1 . More precisely, we de ne the new hybrid
e Xe0 ; XeF ; F;
e E;
e Ie; G;
e Re) is de ned
system He = (X;
n
+1
e
e
as follows: X = XD  R , X0 = X0  R,
XeF = XF  R, Ee = E , Ie : XD ! 2Rn+1,

Ge : Ee ! XD  2Rn+1, Re : Ee ! XD  2Rn+1,
and, for x~ = (x; xn+1 )T 2 Rn+1 ,


A
x
+
B
u
(
x
q
q
q
n
+1 )
e
F (q; x~) =
:
1

Let

q (s; t; x0 ) = eAq (t?s) x0 +

Zt
s

eAq (t? ) Bq uq ( ) d:

Then the ow of the vector eld Feq = Fe(q; ) is
given by
Feq (t; (x0 ; s0 )) = (q (s0 ; t; x0 ); t + s0 )T :
This shows that if q is de nable in an o-minimal
theory then so is the ow of the corresponding vector eld Feq . Moreover, the reachability problem
for H is decidable if and only if the reachability
problem for H~ is decidable. Since the original sets
are semialgebraic, they are de nable in the ominimal theory R. The following two facts will
suce to conclude the proof:
(1) the ows of the vectors elds Feq are de nable
in an o-minimal theory which extends R.
(2) for any two semialgebraic sets V , W , the
formula

x 2 V ^ 9y 2 W; 9t; 9s :
t > s ^ q (s; t; x) = y

(2)

is equivalent to a formula in R.
The rst fact together with Theorem 4 shows
that the bisimulation algorithm terminates. The
second fact shows that the statement x 2 V \
Pre (W ) can be e ectively decided. Therefore the
two facts complete the proof.
In order to prove both facts Formula 2 must be
analyzed for each type of possible control. From
now on the subscript q will be dropped to simplify
notation.
If A is nilpotent then each entry of eAt is a
polynomial in t. Therefore, each entry of (s; t; x)
is a polynomial in t and s and hence de nable in
R.
If A is diagonalizable with real eigenvalues then
each entry of eAt is a linear combination of the
functions ei t with i an eigenvalue of A. Since
each entry of u is of the form ej t , the entries of
e?A Bu( ) are linear combinations of e(j ?i )t .
By the assumption j ? i 6= 0 it results (after integration) that the entries of (s; t; x) are
also linear combinations of the functions ei t ,
e(j ?i )t , ei s , and e(j ?i )s , and therefore de nable in Rexp .
Finally, in the case of imaginary eigenvalues as described, the entries of eAt are linear combinations
of cos(!k t), sin(!k t) with i!k eigenvalues of A.

Because of the form of the input u in this case, the
entries of e?A Bu( ) are linear combinations of
the products cos( j t) cos(!k t), cos( j t) sin(!k t),
sin( j t) cos(!k t), and sin( j t) sin(!k t). Using
standard product formulas these can be rewritten as linear combinations of sin(( j  !k )t) and
cos(( j  !k )t). Since j 6= !k , integration again
results in linear combinations of sin(( j  !k )t)
and cos(( j  !k )t) and therefore (s; t; x) is denable in Rsin .
The analysis above implies that all relevant sets
and relevant ows of the hybrid system are de nable in the o-minimal theory Rsin;exp. This concludes the proof of the rst fact.
To prove the second fact it suces to show that
the formula (x; y)  9s; t; t > s : (s; t; x) = y is
equivalent to a formula in R.
In the case of nilpotent A and polynomial inputs,
the formula already is in R. Assume now that A
is diagonal and the entries of u are exponential
functions as indicated above. The formula (x; y)
can be written more explicitly (entry by entry) as
X
X l t l s
yi =
ail (e ? e )
ik (x)ek t e?k s +
k

l

for some linear functions ik of x and rational
constants ail , k , and l .
Let dk denote the least common denominator of
the k and cl the least common denominator
Q of
the Q
l (both assumed positive). Set d0 = dk ,
c0 = cl , pk = k d0 , and ql = l c0 . Then (x; y)
is equivalent to

9s~ 9t~ :X
d t~ > c s~ ^
yi =

0

k

0

ik (x)epk t e?pk s~ +
~

X
l

ail (eql t~ ? eql s~)

Using the substitutions z = et~, w = e?s~, the
previous formula is equivalent to
c0 z d0 > 1
9z 9wX
: z > 0; w > 0 ^ wX
yi =
ail (z ql ? w?ql )
ik (x)z pk wpk +
k

l

which can Q
be rewritten in R by multiplying
through by wql .
In the case of purely imaginary eigenvalues the
formula for (s; t; x) can be rewritten in terms
of polynomials in cos(t), sin(t), cos(s), and sin(s)
with rational coecients. The substitutions z =
cos(t), w = sin(t) and the identity z 2 + w2 = 1
(and similarly for the s variable) lead to the
equivalent formula in R. This concludes the proof
of the theorem.
Remark 9. The above results remain valid if the
inputs are allowed to be linear combinations of

the functions of the corresponding type: exponentials in case of real eigenvalues, and sinusoidal
in the case of imaginary eigenvalues. In all cases
the same \resonance" restrictions apply on the
parameters  and .
6. CONCLUSIONS
This paper extends the decidability results for linear hybrid systems to include systems with inputs
of a special type. The techniques used involved
the notion of a bisimulation and elimination of
quanti ers.
Areas for future research include extensions of
Theorem 8 to di erential inclusions of the form
x_ = Ax + Bu u 2 U
where the input set is a rectangular set. This
requires certain monotonicity conditions on the
solution integral, which will be valid on a smaller
class of linear hybrid systems.
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